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ABSTRACT

An effective algorithm for the calculation of the isotope concentration in the

spent nuclear fuel when it is kept in storages is presented. Using the superposition

principle and representing the transfer function in a rather compact form it becomes

possible achieve high calculation speed and a moderate computer code size. The

algorithm is applyed for the calculation of activity, energy release and toxicity of

heavy nuclides and the products of their decay when the fuel is kept in storages.

Introduction

There is quite a number of problems the solutions of which require

concentration calculation for a considerable quantity of isotopes, for example, when it

is necessary to estimate the activity and toxicity of heavy nuclides circulating in the

reactor and fuel cycle enterprises of nuclear industry.

Conventional methods for numerical integration of systems of linear differential

equations which describe the concentration varying in time require much computer

time when solving multi dimensional problems. Therefore, such methods appear

unacceptable when a sequence of concentration calculations for a great number of

isotopes in various moments of time arc performed.

An algorithm based on superposition of nuclear transformations linearized

chains is offered for the problems of such kind.

Theory

The linear chain of nuclear transformations of i isotope into (i+k) isotope is a
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simple nonbranching chain of isotopes succesive transformations. It appeares as a result ot

breaking a real complex branching chain of transformation of i isotope into (i+k)

isotope into separate chains describing possible ways of i isotope into (i+k) isotope

transformation.

Let us assume that the nuclear transformations cross-sections do not depend on

time and there is no back feeding.i.e. i isotope when transforming in successive order

into (i+1), (i+2) isotopes cannot transform into (i-k) isotope with the consequent k

isotope transformation into i isotope again.

For better comprehension of the given definition it is worth considering the

simplest branching isotope chain schematically given in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Branching isotope chain.

-> 2

Fig.2 Breaking of the branching chain into two linear chains.

It is apparent, that isotope 1 can transform into isotope 4 throuth the two

possible ways: 1-2-3-4 and 1-2-5-4, due to the branching of the chain which takes

place as a result of two possible kinds of nuclear reactions at isotope 2.

Since nuclear cross-sections do not depend on time by defimtion and no isotope

is able to transform into the isotope preceding it (lack of back feeding) , the chain

plotted on Fig.l can be broken into two linear chains shown in Fig.2. These linear

chains describe two possible ways according to which isotope 1 may transform into

isotope 4.

I-isotope concentration in linear chain n at the moment of time t is described by

the simplest differential equation the solution of which in the explicit form reads as
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where pj (t) - i-isotope concentration at the moment t produced according to

the chain n; Pj(to) - concentration of j-isotope at the initial moment of time t=0;

fj j (t) - function characterizing the j-isotope portion which has transformed into

i-isotope according to the linear chain n during the time t, the so called transfer

function.

The widely used expression for the function fj j can be reduced to a more

compact form applying the backward numbering for the chain isotopes, i.e. the last

isotope should come first and vise versa (in our example it is not 1-2-3-4 but

4-3-2-1), then

where L is the linear chain length; l,m are the numbers of current isotopes

according to the backward numbering, and the functions f[ m(t) reads as

1 = m f\f = exp(-CTa,i • t)

(3)

where

An)
p _ i '•' when k - m = 1

k 'm " ' (p. . _f<"> ) . g '*-' when k - m > I
Uk-l,m ik-2,m^ (a,v.t-a,,i

Wlien the transfer function of the linear chains is known one can find the total

concentration of i isotope at moment t in accordance with the following formula:

Pi(t) = S Z Pj(tn) • f; 1 (t) (4)
n-1 j=l J>

where N is the number of linear chains into which a real branching chain is

broken, M: - is the number of terms in the linear chain n which are summed up.
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The value of index Mj is calculated in the way when only the parts of linear
chains which were not considered before are summed up in order to find Pi(t).

Calculation Algorithm

Here we present the successive steps for the calculation of nuclear

concentrations according to the above algorithm.

Let us assume that the initial list of isotopes is given and each isotope in the list

is described by the nuclear charge, atomic weight, metastability characteristics and the

value of the initial concentration.

Step 1. Calculate the complete list of isotopes which would contain the initial

list of isotopes and the list of all the produced isotopes including stable ones which

can be formed from the initial isotopes as a result of successive nuclear reactions.

Step 2. Having obtained the complete list of isotopes let us compile the lists of

isotopes numbers for all the linear chains.

Each list describes one linear chain and is characterized by the linear chain

length and the array of isotopes numbers from the complete list of isotopes.

Step 3. Calculate the values of summation indexes Mj for each linear chain

comparing the given linear chain n with all the preceding chains numbered from 1 to

(n-1). Mj values equal the number of nonequivalent part of linear chains which are

used when calculating the transfer functions fj j (t).

The idea given above can be illustrated if one considers the linear chains shown

in Fig.2.

Calculating the concentration of isotope 2 for linear chain (1) the values of the

summation index M2 = 2 , i.e. isotope 1 into isotope 2 and isotope 2 into isotope 2

transformations are considered. For linear chain (2) the value M2 = 0 since the

parts of chains (1) and (2) lying between isotopes 1 and 2 are equivalent and all the

possible ways of nuclear transformations determining isotope 2 concentration were

taken into account when calculating chain (1).

If the concentration of isotope 4 is calculated M4 = 4 for the first linear

chain, M4 = 3 for the second linear chain since the second chain contains three

part which are not equivalent to chain 1 (See Table 1).
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Table 1

Determination of the Equivalent Parts of the Chain

from 1 into 4

from 2 into 4

from 3/(5) into 4

from 4 into 4

Chain 1

1-2-3-4

2-3-4

3-4

4

Chain 2

1-2-5-4

2-5-4

5-4

4

not equivalent

not equivalent

not equivalent

equivalent

Step 4. Calculate the concentrations of all the isotopes according to formulae

(1-4) for the assigned time intervals using the initial data and the information

obtained during steps 1-3. The concentrations of oil the isotopes being known, it is

possible to determine other nuclides parameters such as activity, energy release,

toxicity coefficients, etc, which are necessary for the estimation of the potential

influence effect of nuclides upon the environment.

Results

Employing the above algorithm we have created FUDEC program for IBM PC

AT to calculate the characterestics of spent nuclear fuel. Due to the efficiency of the

algorithm the quantity of operations is considerably reduced. It leads to the faster

calculation and moderate size of the computer code (~60 K ).

In order to illustrate FUDEC capabilities some results of characteristics

calculations of irradiated WER-1000 fuel kept in storages are given. The initial

isotope composition of the fuel mentioned during the unloading is listed in Table 2.

Table 2

Nuclide Mass in the Spent Fuel (T=0) of the WER-1000 Reactor [1 |*

Isotope

235TJ

2 3 6 u
238 U

2 3 7 N p

kg/year

762.500

194.167

39083.33

15.958

Isotope

239PU

*°Pu
2 4 1Pu

24 2 p u

kg/year

243.750

80.833

41.042

8.792

Isotope

243Am

244Cm

kg/year

1.079

0.192

•Burnup of 30000 MWtday/ t
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A list of 75 isotopes describing all the possible chains of nuclear transformations

was obtained as a result of calculations. All calculations performed at IBM PC

AT-286 12 MHz took ~ 2 minutes. Some results are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

When keeping the fuel in storage its equivalent critical mass becomes 5-8 per

cent less during 100-1000 years of storage. Such decrease takes place as a result of
241 Pu decay and 24lAm and 237Np formation the contribution of which to the critical

mass is less valuable.

Table 3

Nuclide Mass Change in the Spent Fuel of WER-1000 Reactor

During Storage Time (kg).

T, year

3 1

10

100

1000

M(1000)/M(0)

23Sy

762.52

762.57

763.19

769.36

1.009

236y

194.19

194.25

195.02

202.30

1.042

2 3 8U

39083

39083

39083

39083

1.0

237Np

15.972

16.089

20.808

48.445

3.036

2 3 9Pu

243.73

243.68

243.07

236.99

0.972

T, year

3

10

100

1000

M(1000)/M(0)

2 4 0 ^

80.828

80.809

80.168

72.889

0.902

241Pu

35.693

25.767

0.39043

0.

0.

242Pu

8.792

8.7918

8.7904

8.7763

0.998

243Am

1.0787

1.0780

1.0689

0.9822

0.91

244Cm

0.17117

0.13094

0.004179

0.

0

Table 4

Mass Change of Main Nuclear Decay Products of the WER-1000

Spent Fuel During the Storage Process (kg).

T, year

3

10

100

1000

232Th

1.7256e-05

5.7529e-05

0.00057642

0.0058741

233y

1.4959e-05

5.!278e-05

0.00058346

0.011592

234y

1.7612e-05

6.0055e-05

0.00060567

0.0060542

23>pa

2.3114e-06

7.7119e-06

7.7106e-05

0.00076687

24IAm

5.3362

15.144

35.801

8.5434
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Conclusion

The methods of concentration calculations of isotopes in chains of any length

and complexity excluding the case of back feeding have been developed. The code

created on the basis of these methods is of a moderate size and possesses much faster

operation then the codes based on conventional methods of differential equation

systems solutions.

At present a new algorithm version fuel for calculation of isotope composition in

the neutron flux is being created.
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